Both of these artists wrote in languages other than their mother tongues, following

Kunsthalle Zurich (2004); and Centre Georges Pompido

1996-97.

open up new perspectives, break ground for new avenues of thought, and, above

1. Dioramas were first devised in 1822 by Louis Daguerre, coinventor of the daguerreotype,
an early photographic print. Though widely used in history museums of all types, they
became particularly popular in natural history museums after curator Frank M.Chapman
cultivated the form at the American Museum of Natural History in New York during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
2. It is not irrelevant to this project that science fiction is 'still shunned by hidebound
readers, reviewers and prize-awarders,... literary bigots [who] shove [its authors] into
the literary ghetto." (Ursula K. Le Guin, "A Hymn to Her," review of The Year of the Flood,
by Margaret Atwood, Guardian, August 29, 2009, p. 5.)
3. See M. M. Bakhtin, 'Forms of Time and of the Chronotope in the Novel: Notes Toward
a Historical Poetics," in The D1alogic Imagination: Four Essays, ed. Michael Holquist,
trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981 ), pp.
84-258.
4. Umberto Eco claims that an 'open work" depends on a viewer's freedom to interpret and
explore its meaning. (See Eco, The Open Work, trans. Anna Cancogni [Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1989].)
5. Enrique Vila-Matas, Bartleby & Co., trans. Jonathan Dunne (New York: New Directions,
2004), p. 166.
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Lynne Cooke, Curator at Large, Dia Art Foundation

conceptualizing and speculating, dreaming and fantasizing, cohere.

they become rallying points around which new ways of reading and thinking,

and chronotopes in Gonzalez-Foerster's dioramas arguably serve a similar function:

all, wipe out the tracks of an old topography of mind and thought." 9 The biotopes
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location. Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari coined the term "a minor literature" to
denote a form of writing in which readers enter the work "without being weighted
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realm, topography comes to denote a set of conceptual conditions rather than a

cryptic still is a third, the word "Geography" offset by "and Plays." In this textual

proposes that "the time came when there was no occasion for geography." More

type beneath the question itself): "A description of the earth's surface." Another

is geography?" several responses may be found. A literal one (appended in small

To the question spelled out in large letters in Gonzalez-Foerster's calligram, "What

displacement or exile from their place of birth.

)

(

or sustained reading is unlikely in such circu

selection of books, mostly paperbacks and
autonomous installations offer places for vi

a tapis de lecture, a work that incorporates

in the adjacent gallery of the former Museum of the American Indian. Over time, this
proposal crystallized into an installation of three dioramas. Each represents a specific
climatic and geographical zone of the Americas: the North Atlantic , the desert, and the
tropics; each bears traces of previous human habitation in the form of architectural
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two decades. Her more comprehensive exhi
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With respect to the Latin American diaspora, it has acquired a number of colonial art
works, such as caste paintings, and some textual material that expands its world-class

file, the Hispanic Society has gradually widened its mandate over the past half century.

Although the narrow but exhaustive remit of its founder still shapes its institutional pro-

responsibility for the older natural history museums.

genre, as cultural artifacts in their own right: alongside the invention of new typologies
of display, the preservation and restoration of vintage dioramas has become a major

preferred means to contextualize a key exhibit-say, that of a rare shark, a monumental
gorilla, or a beloved dinosaur-dioramas have recently acquired new significance as a

in the installation repertoire suited to these collections. Even though they have largely
been superseded by contemporary media, notably moving-image technologies, as the

research resulted in a vast archive of documentary photographs, as well as a collection
of sundry artifacts-ceramics, textiles, and the like. Dioramas were consequently not

provide convincing contexts for the featured animals. By contrast, the field trips that
the Hispanic Society fostered in the 1920s and 1930s were primarily ethnographic: the

tions not only to secure prize specimens around which habitat groups were to be created but also to cull ancillary natural materials, such as plants and rocks, that would
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Developed at approximately the same historical moment as that when Huntington was
preparing the objects in his collection for public presentation, dioramas (or "habitat

decorative art objects and crafts in wood-paneled early twentieth-century galleries
and a serried exhibit of mostly medieval and Renaissance locks and hinges.

tect Charles Pratt Huntington. These displays include cabinets containing regional

ciplinary range. The displays devised by its founding patron, Archer Milton Huntington,
largely still exist in the building he designed in collaboration with his cousin, the archi-
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regularly work at the American Museum of

ruins; each contains a selection of books w
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& dioramas

Founded at the beginning of the twentieth century by a private patron fascinated by

chronotopes

all things Spanish, the Hispanic Society of America focuses on material culture from
the Iberian peninsula. Comprising Neolithic artifacts, Renaissance paintings, Baroque
embroideries, and much else, this internationally renowned collection covers a broad dis-
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